Specify

RILCO
GLUED LAMINATED WOOD

Man's Oldest Building Material... In an Exciting NEW LOOK!
FOR ARCHES, BEAMS, TRUSSES, PURLINS AND DECKING

For "something different" in modern architecture, especially for churches and schools, turn to Man's Oldest Building Material... WOOD... now dressed up in an exciting "New Look!"
The New Look means RILCO arches, beams, trusses, purlins and decking! These sturdy structural products are glued-laminated wood from kiln-dried West Coast Douglas Fir, bonded with glues stronger than the wood itself! They offer strength, warmth and beauty... resist warping, checking and splitting.

Let us show you outstanding examples of RILCO laminated wood construction, now proudly displayed in numerous structures throughout the Albuquerque area!

Distinctive Beauty for
- SCHOOLS
- CHURCHES
- STORES
- OFFICES
- HOMES

Gibson Lumber

Exclusive
RILCO Distributors
for New Mexico...

Phone Diamond 4-3434 • 4100 FOURTH STREET, N.W. • ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

American Marietta Company

Men of American Marietta contributed significantly to the advancement of prestressed concrete design when they proved in 1951 that concrete could be prestressed successfully by pretensioning. They proceeded to construct the first bridge in the United States to utilize this development.

Since then AMDEK rectangular section prestressed concrete members have been widely accepted in the construction of bridges. Over 1,000 spans have been built and erected throughout the country. A full-scale program of research and development has increased AMDEK's leadership over those that followed in the field.

AMDEK members are available in spans as long as 100' designed in accordance with Bureau of Public Roads criteria. They are easily adapted to meet the special requirements of individual State, Toll Roads, County and Municipal Highway Departments for stream and river crossings, overpasses, viaducts, causeways and other bridging needs. A staff of engineering specialists will help make the most effective use of AMDEK members in your bridge designs.

Concrete Products Division
Southwest District
2800 Second St. SW, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Ira B. Miller, District Manager
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OMNIA

concrete floor and roof system

Precast OMNIA joists with masonite pans provide maximum economy in design and construction

Precast OMNIA joists with pumice filler block provides low cost insulation and flush ceilings for roofs

OMNIA joists with either pans or block use minimum shoring for most rapid, economical installation

HOVEY CONCRETE PRODUCTS CO., INC.
YUcca 3-4301
Santa Fe, N. M.

Sanders & Associates, Inc.
Engineered Sound Contractors

70 West Marcy Street
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Phone YUcca 3-3437

1225 E. Yandell Blvd
El Paso, Texas
Telephone KEystone 3-5545